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1. Introduction  
 
The 24th November 2016, the Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
Colombia (FARC, its acronym in Spanish) guerrilla signed the Final Agreement to End the Armed 
Conflict and Build a Stable and Lasting Peace (Peace Agreement, PA) to end the hostilities between 
both parties. Although, this is not the end of the armed conflict in Colombia, where several armed 
groups still engage in hostilities against the government or between themselves1, it is an important 
effort to build democracy and reconciliation in a country that has faced more than sixty years of 
conflict2. 
The PA tried to transform the structural causes that gave birth to the conflict, therefore its ambitious 
content of five chapters, namely: (i) Comprehensive Rural Reform; (ii) Political Participation: A 
democratic opportunity to build peace; (iii) Agreement on the Bilateral and Definitive Ceasefire and 
Cessation of Hostilities and Laying down of Arms; (iv) Solution to the Illicit Drugs Problem; (v) Victims; 
and (vi) Implementation and verification mechanisms3. For the purposes of this dissertation, Chapter 
5 about Victims is very important because it creates the Comprehensive System for Truth, Justice, 
Reparation and Non-recurrence (CSTJRN) in order to fight impunity, using a combination of judicial 
and extra-judicial mechanisms4. The Comprehensive System is composed by: (i) the Truth, 
Coexistence and Non-Recurrence Commission; (ii) the Special Unit for the Search for Persons 
deemed as Missing in the context of and due to the armed conflict; (iii) the Special Jurisdiction for 
Peace (SJP); (iv) Comprehensive reparation measures for peacebuilding purposes; and (v) 
Guarantees of Non-Recurrence5. 
The SJP develops the justice component of the CSTJRN. Justice and accountability were at the edge 
of the discussions of the process, which comes as no surprise because Colombia is under preliminary 
                                                          
1 Indeed, the ICRC delegation in Colombia identified five armed conflicts in Colombia after the signature of the peace 
agreement. Comité Internacional de la Cruz Roja, ‘Cinco Conflictos Armados En Colombia ¿qué Está Pasando?’ (6 December, 
2018) <https://www.icrc.org/es/document/cinco-conflictos-armados-en-colombia-que-esta-pasando>.   
2 National Centre of Historic Memory, ¡BASTA YA! Colombia: Memorias de Guerra y Dignidad (1st ed., Imprenta Nacional 
2013) 30. 
3 Goverment of Colombia; FARC guerrilla, ‘Final Agreement to End the Armed Conflict and Build a Stable and Lasting Peace.’ 
(2016) 8 <http://especiales.presidencia.gov.co/Documents/20170620-dejacion-armas/acuerdos/acuerdo-final-ingles.pdf>. 
4 ibid 9. 
5 ibid.  
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observation by the Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (OTP) since June 20046 
and is subject to the jurisdiction of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACtHR). Both judicial 
bodies have developed approaches to international law that are relevant for the Colombian Peace 
Process. 
In this sense, the sanctions established for gross violations of human rights (GVHR) for persons that 
acknowledge responsibility consist in sanctions of no jail, which is an innovative approach in contexts 
of transition. The complexities and questions that raise from this issue are going to be explained in 
the next subchapter.  
This essay is mainly a qualitative analysis on the International Treaties, the relevant jurisprudence 
and the academic literature on the different question raised by the main issue of this dissertation, 
which is how to apply International Human Rights Law (IHRL) and International Criminal Law (ICL) to 
the special sanctions of the system (SSS) and apply the identified standards to the extrajudicial 
executions (EE) case. For doing so, this dissertation is going to be divided in four chapters: (i) 
explanation of the legal issue to understand better the complexities that arise form the SSS; (ii) the 
application of IHRL and ICL to the SSS, specifically to its restorative and punitive components; and 
(iii) the analysis of the EE case.  
2. Legal issues: the gaps and the challenges 
 
2.1 Legal context: Inter-American Court of Human Rights case law and the International 
Criminal Court. 
 
Members of FARC guerrilla consistently refused to face gaol as a way of punishment for the atrocities 
committed7. Nonetheless, the international obligations of the Colombian State with regards to the 
prohibition of amnesties and the duty to investigate and punish GVHR rendered this petition, at the 
                                                          
6 International Criminal Court, ‘Preliminary Examinations’ <https://www.icc-cpi.int/pages/pe.aspx>. 
7 El Espectador, ‘“Timochenko” Ratifica Que Farc No Quieren Ir a La Cárcel Tras Proceso de Paz’ (2013) 
<https://www.elespectador.com/noticias/paz/timochenko-ratifica-farc-no-quieren-ir-carcel-tras-proc-articulo-440430> 
accessed 15 August 2018. 
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very least, problematic. In effect, the Inter-American system of human rights has declared as 
inadmissible the laws prescribing amnesties, statutory limitations, and exclusion of liability clauses 
that prevent the investigation and punishment of the perpetrators of GVHR8.  For the Court, these 
provisions are against the Convention and have no legal effect9. If unconditional amnesties prevent 
the investigation and punishment of the perpetrators of GHRV, it is against the American Convention 
of Human Rights (ACHR)10.  
On the other hand, the case law of the Court about limited amnesties has not been as developed as 
in the case of unconditional amnesties11. In this sense, where it cannot be proven that amnesty 
prevented the investigation and punishment of GVHR, the Court has not ruled against the amnesty 
law as such12. Regardless of the source of the limitation -legal or judicial interpretation- the Court 
seems to take the mentioned approach, suggesting that amnesties limited to cover less serious 
offences might not be against the ACHR13.   
Furthermore, in the case of armed conflicts the Court has had a different approach as it is stated in 
El Mozote case, where it admitted the viability of amnesties according to the article 6(5) of the 
Additional Protocol II, as long as it does not involve war crimes or crimes against humanity14. For the 
Colombian Constitutional Court (CCC), El Mozote case established that the validity of alternative 
measures like conditional or limited amnesties should be analysed in the context of each transitional 
process because the scenario of a negotiated peace settlement is legally and morally different from 
self-amnesties15. This statement relies on the paragraph 284-286 of the mentioned decision and the 
concurrent opinion of Judge Diego García Sayán. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the latter 
                                                          
8 Barrios Altos v Perú (2001) Merits [41].  
9 Case of Gomes Lund et al (‘Guerrilha do Araguaia’) v Brazil (2010); Barrios Altos v. Perú (n 7)ibid 43..Case Gelman v Uruguay 
(2011) Merits and Reparations [232].Massacres of El Mozote and nearby places v El Salvador (Merits, reparations and costs) 
[296]. 
10 Louise Mallinde, ‘THE END OF AMNESTY OR REGIONAL OVERREACH? INTERPRETING THE EROSION OF SOUTH 
AMERICA’S AMNESTY LAWS’ (2016) 65 ICLQ 645, 658. 
11 ibid 661. 
12 Case of Tiu Tojín v Guatemala Merits, Reparations and Costs Serie C190 [89].García Lucero et al v Chile, Preliminary 
Objection, Merits and Reparations (2013) Series C26 [154]. 
13 Mallinde (n 10) 664.Claudio Nash Rojas, ‘Justicia Transicional y Los Límites de Lo (Posible) Punible. Reflexiones Sobre La 
Legitimidad Del Proceso de Paz En Colombia’ 17 Opinión Jurídica 19, 26. 
14 Massacres of El Mozote (n 9) para 286. 
15 C-007-18 [144]. 
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opinion is not part of the case law of the IACtHR, nor the mentioned reasoning of the CCC is explicit 
in the Mozote’s judgement.  
The IACtHR has ruled on the Peace and Justice Law, a previous Colombian attempt to achieve peace 
that contemplated alternative sanctions of reduced prison times for those responsible of GVHR. In 
Rochela Massacre v. Colombia, the Court did not declare it as an amnesty, nor that it violated the 
ACHR, but regarding criminal processes suggested that the States should observe and guarantee 
due process, expeditious justice, adversarial defence, effective recourse, implementation of 
judgement and proportionality of the punishment 16. Moreover, it also addressed this Law on the cases 
of Vereda La Esperanza17 and Genesis Operation vs. Colombia, and in neither of those cases the 
Court made any statements against the legality of Peace and Justice Law or the proportionality of the 
sanction, even though in the later case the victims raised this issue18.  
With regards to the ICC, the OTP has issued several statements regarding the Peace Agreement. At 
the beginning, its statements seemed to be against some elements of the Justice component, but 
progressively it admitted that States have ample discretion in sentence matters and that effective 
criminal sentences can adopt different forms19.  In any case, it should be recalled that the 
complementarity assessment that the OTP does over the Peace Agreement is very important in the 
light of article 17 of the Rome Statute (RS), which states that unwillingness or inability of a State Party 
to punish the crimes included in the Statute renders a situation admissible before the Court. 
Therefore, it is important that the Peace Agreement is not seen as unwillingness of the State to punish 
international crimes.    
In this context, the punishment of GVHR and international crimes is at the edge of the PA (Special 
Jurisdiction for Peace) and is the focus of the present dissertation. However, the question addressed 
                                                          
16Case of the Rochela Massacre v Colombia Merits, Reparations and Costs (2007) Serie C163 [183–193]. Mallinde (n 10) 667. 
17 Inter-American Court of Human Rights, ‘Vereda La Esperanza vs Colombia. Preliminary Objection, Merits, Reparations and 
Costs’ Serie C341 21 November 2018 para 224. 
18 Inter-American Court of Human Rights, ‘Case of the Afro-Descendant Communities Displaced from the Cacarica River Basin 
(Operation Genesis) v Colombia. Premliminary Objection, Merits, Reparation and Costs.’ Serie C270 20 November 2013 para 
77. 
19 James Stewart, ‘Transitional Justice in Colombia and the Role of the Internadonal Criminal Court’. To see a more detailed 
analysis, Nelson Camilo Sanchez Leon, ‘Could the Colombian Peace Accord Trigger an ICC Investigation on Colombia’ 110 
AJIL Unbound 172. 
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here is not “if” the sanctions created by the agreement are in accordance with International Law20, 
but “how” it should address this branch of law to fulfil its reparative and punitive objectives. To explain 
further this idea, the next section will explain the content of the sanctions and the gaps and challenges 
it faces.  
2.2 Special Sanctions of the System  
 
One of the main features of the PA is its comprehensive understanding of the conflict. As 
consequence, it was not designed only for the members of the FARC guerrilla, but for members of 
other organized armed groups-paramilitaries, for instance-, members of the State in a broad sense- 
not only military forces- and civilians that are not members of the State. Overall, the SJP has 
jurisdiction over everyone who participated directly or indirectly on the armed conflict21. Nonetheless, 
in the case of non combatants, that is, members of the state that are not part of the armed forces and 
civilians, the submission to the SJP can only be voluntarily22.   The SJP has jurisdiction over acts 
committed before the 1st December 2016. 
It should be noted that the sanctions created by the PA are going to be ruled against those who are 
the most responsible of the crimes against humanity, genocide, war crimes, serious deprivations of 
liberty, torture, EE, forced disappearances, sexual violence, recruitment of children and forced 
displacement23. On the contrary, those who are not most responsible of the most serious crimes are 
entitled to receive amnesties as long as they contribute with truth and reparation for victims. This is, 
for sure, a contentious issue under international law. Some scholars state that it is impossible to 
prosecute every single person involved in serious crimes in transitional contexts24, however, some 
                                                          
20 Some important voices like Human Rights Watch have stated that the Peace Agreement’s sanctions are a way of impunity 
Human Rights Watch, ‘Colombia: Agreeing to Impunity’ (2015) <hrw.org/news/2015/12/21/hrw-analysis-colombia-farc-
agreement.> accessed 10 August 2019. Later on, the NGO raised questions regarding the meaningfulness of the punishment. 
Human Rights Watch, ‘Colombia: Fix Flaws in Transitional Justice Law’ (2017) 
<https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/10/09/colombia-fix-flaws-transitional-justice-law> accessed 10 August 2019. 
21 Congress of the Republic of Colombia, Law 1957 of 2019 art. 63. 
22 C-674-17 403. 
23 Law 1957 of 2019 (n 21) para 42.C-080-17 389. 
24 Sanchez Leon (n 19); Expert Group, The Belfast Guidelines on Amnesty and Accountability (1st Ed, University of Ulster 
2013). 
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other state that punishing only the most responsible is a way of impunity25. This is a very complex 
issue that goes beyond the reach of the present dissertation.  
The PA and the legal framework that develops it26, established several legal benefits (“tratamientos 
especiales de justicia”) for those who decide to be part of the SJP, namely27: (i) special criminal 
procedure, (ii) special punishment regime28, (iii) exclusion of financial and disciplinary responsibility, 
(iv) in the case of combatants, there is no obligation to pay compensation, notwithstanding the general 
obligation of the State to repair; (v) the guarantee of non-extradition; and (vi) special treatment 
regarding incompatibilities29.  These benefits are only granted in exchange of full truth, reparation of 
victims and non-recurrence and, as consequence, the rights of victims are maximized, and the system 
is legitimized30. That is why those benefits are considered conditional31. It is also worth noting that 
the SJP is mainly a restorative justice system32.  
The PA contemplates three types of punishment for the persons subject to the jurisdiction of the SJP: 
(i) “sanciones propias” or special sanctions of the system (SSS); (ii) alternative sanctions; and (iii) 
ordinary sanctions33. Alternative and ordinary sanctions contemplate prison punishment. The former 
refers to convictions between five to eight years for those who acknowledge truth and responsibility 
before the First Instance Chamber in Cases of Absence of Acknowledgement of Truth and 
Responsibility reaches a decision. Those who do not acknowledge truth and responsibility are subject 
to ordinary sanctions, that is, prison punishment between fifteen to twenty years34.  In other words, to 
avoid prison punishment, the acknowledgement of truth and responsibility must be performed before 
                                                          
25 Human Rights Watch, ‘Colombia: Agreeing to Impunity’ (n 20). 
26 In is important to highlight  
27 C-080-17 (n 23) 246. 
28 For the CCC, this regime encompasses the regulation on the enforcement of sanctions ruled by the SJP, which includes: 
the effective restriction on freedom in the case of the special sanctions of the system; the time spent in the special zones 
destinated to the demobilization by members of FARC guerrilla, which counts as punishment time; and the special prisons for 
militaries in the case of alternative and ordinary sanctions. ibid 250.  
29 Colombian law establishes incompatibilities to have contracts or to be member of the State when the person has a criminal 
conviction. Therefore, this provision aims that persons whose cases are judged by the SJP are not subject to this restriction, 
except when their freedom is effectively being restricted and in the case of State’s security institutions, the judiciary and the 
Ombudsman’s office (Besides to the Ombudsman itself, Colombia’s legal system has The Contraloría General de la República- 
supervises the adequate use of public budget- and The Procuraduría General de la Nación -supervises the legality of the 
behaviour of members of the State-) . ibid 269. 
30 C-007-18 (n 15) para 680. 
31 Ibid.  
32 C-080-17 (n 23) 281. 
33 Goverment of Colombia; FARC guerrilla (n 3) para 60. 
34 Congress of the Republic of Colombia Law 1957 of 2019 (n 20) art. 130. 
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the Judicial Panel for Acknowledgement-a Justice Panel-, but those who do not recognized their 
responsibility have to face the accusation of the Investigation and Prosecution Unit before the Peace 
Tribunal. It should be noted that the SJP is constituted by Justice Panels35 and The Peace Tribunal36. 
Those who acknowledge responsibility and full and detailed truth before the Judicial Panel for 
Acknowledgement would face the SSS between five to eight years.  These sanctions include 
restrictions to freedoms and rights such as freedom of movement and residence and should 
guarantee non-recurrence37. To impose such restrictions, the judges should rule over the zones and 
the schedules for the performance of the sanctions, the residence of the punished while he or she 
performs the sanction, to authorize the movement to do any other activities that are not related with 
the sanctions, the institution responsible for verifying the fulfilment of the sanction, among others38. 
For the CCC, this is the retributive component of the SSS39.  
All the sanctions imposed bear a restorative component40, nonetheless, this component has a 
particular strength in the case of the SSS. In this sense, the punished should propose a project of 
restorative and reparative activities (TOAR, Spanish acronym), which cannot contradict the public 
policies of the State, nor the traditions and culture of the beneficiary communities41.  These activities 
can be performed in rural or urban areas and can include actions such as: participation or 
implementation of programs of reparation, programs of development, programs to promote the 
access to public services, programs of basic education, among others42.   Furthermore, activities 
related with the clearing and removal of landmines, remnants of war, improvised explosive devices 
and unexploded ordnance are also included43.  
                                                          
35 The Justice Panels are: Judicial Panel for Acknowledgement of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and 
Conduct, Judicial Panel for Amnesty and Pardon, Judicial Panel for Determination of Legal Situations, for cases other than 
those above or in other unforeseen situations. Goverment of Colombia; FARC guerrilla (n 3) 162. 
36 The Peace Tribunal has four Chambers: First Instance Chamber in Cases of Acknowledgement of Truth and Responsibility, 
First Instance Chamber in Cases of Absence of Acknowledgement of Truth and Responsibility, Review Chamber, Appeals 
Chamber. ibid 169. 
37 Law 1957 of 2019 (n 20) art. 126. 
38 ibid art. 127; Goverment of Colombia; FARC guerrilla (n 3) para 60. 
39 C-080-17 (n 23) 249. 
40 Law 1957 of 2019 (n 20) art. 138. 
41 ibid art. 141. 
42 ibid. 
43 ibid. 
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Additionally, the duty to repair as part of the restorative component of the SSS is not the only 
obligation of reparation that the perpetrators have under the conditional benefits provided by the SJP. 
They also must: (i) in the case of FARC members, they should give their assets to the State to 
guarantee reparations; (ii) give to the State the assets product of illegal activities; and (iii) as measure 
of satisfaction, the perpetrators must contribute to the truth and acknowledge their responsibility as a 
condition to access and remain in the SJP44. As mentioned before, the combatants do not have the 
obligation to compensate the harm caused which means that the right to a comprehensive reparation 
must be guaranteed by the State and not by individuals, except in the case of civilians45.   In this 
sense, the pre-existent public policy for victims created through the Law 1448 of 2011, is still on 
charge to provide comprehensive reparation for victims, including compensation46. Indeed, the 
Constitutional Court has explicitly stated that the SJP doesn’t have the competence to order 
measures of reparation that are not in charge of the persons submitted to its jurisdiction47.   
This is the first time in Colombia where the International Law has such prevalence in a PA48, therefore, 
the blurred lines and the dark spots of this branch of law have been reproduced in the PA with FARC 
too. In particular, the SSS raise several questions with regards to its punitive and its reparative 
content: how to apply the international standards of reparation to a tribunal that only deals with 
criminal responsibility? how to asses proportionality in the case of alternative sanctions? How to deal 
with the different obligations in terms of reparation that civilian have as opposed to combatants? To 
what extent the administrative programs of reparations fulfil the obligation to repair under IHRL?  
2.3 The extrajudicial executions case: a closed chapter?   
 
It is a challenge to achieve justice when the amount of crimes committed is huge and traditional ways 
to rule might be insufficient. Therefore, the SJP approach is not about solving individual cases, but 
                                                          
44 C-080-17 (n 23) 279. 
45 ibid 331. 
46 ibid 342. 
47 ibid. 
48 Courtney Hillebrecht, Alexandra Huneeus and Sandra Borda, ‘The Judicialization of Peace’ (2018) 59 Harvard International 
Law Journal. 
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structural ones that are prioritized by the Judicial Panel for Acknowledgement of Truth 49. For the 
purposes of this dissertation, it is very important to choose one ongoing case to contribute to the 
current debate on the SSS. Furthermore, it is fundamental to apply the conclusions of this essay to a 
practical case. Therefore, the case 003 about EE illegally presented as combat deaths, sometimes 
referred as “false positives”, has interesting features that make it suitable for the purposed exercise.  
In the first place, it was executed by the State Armed Forces on a big scale, which raises questions 
regarding the individual nature of the sanction and the generalized nature of the crime. In the second 
place, it is a case that is still alive in the memory of Colombians and, in the third place, it does not 
seem to be a closed chapter due to events where the military is involved in irregular treatment of 
civilians for achieving goals50.   
3. Special sanctions of the system and the International Human Rights Law and International 
Criminal Law 
This section aims to analyse the reparative and punitive components of the SSS under IHRL and ICL. 
Therefore, the first subsection is going to focus on the restorative component and, the second one, 
on the punitive component. 
3.1 Special Sanctions of the System and its reparative content 
For the purposes of this subsection, reparations under ICL and IHRL are going to be analysed to 
identify applicable standards on the SSS. 
3.1.1 International Criminal Law.  
 
For the purposes of this subsection, the focus is going to be on the ICC and the ECCC because are 
the only international criminal courts that provide reparations after the conviction of perpetrators. This 
would provide some understanding of the reparative content of the sanction in contexts of criminal 
                                                          
49 This is approach to cases was also applied by the Peace and Justice judges due to a Constitutional Reform that allowed the 
investigation to focus in the most responsible. See C-579-13. 
50 Nicholas Casey, ‘Colombia Army’s New Kill Orders Send Chills Down Ranks’ (The New York Times, 2019) 
<https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/18/world/americas/colombian-army-killings.html?ref=nyt-es&mcid=nyt-es&subid=article> 
accessed 31 August 2019. 
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proceedings. It should be noted that SJP has a restorative content when ruling on the SSS, 
nonetheless, it can be, on a certain degree, a retributive-corrective court when ruling on alternative 
or ordinary sanctions.   
The reparations provided by the mentioned criminal tribunals and the SSS share some similarities, 
but also important differences. This means that not all the rules that regulate their reparation process 
are automatically applicable to the SSS ruled by the SJP, even when all these tribunals deal with 
reparations and criminal responsibility.  
For instance, one of the most substantive differences is that reparation is not a form of penalty due 
to the discard of this possibility during the negotiation process of the RS51. On the contrary, the SSS 
are sanctions with a reparative and restorative content52. Additionally, one substantive similarity is 
the exclusion of the State responsibility in its decisions53. Nonetheless, the SJP decisions seem even 
more restricted in this regard due to the limitations imposed by the CCC, where the only attribution 
on reparation of the SJP is related with the sanction itself54.  
a. The International Criminal Court 
 
To understand the content of reparations before the ICC established on art, 75 of the RS, this 
subsection is going to address: (i) general principles on reparations, (ii) causality, (iii) beneficiaries, 
(iv) liability to repair, (v) harm, (vi) types of reparation and (vii) victim’s participation. It should be noted 
that these elements of reparations were considered important for the purposes of this dissertation, 
but the complexity of reparations before the ICC is greater than what is exposed here.  
i. General principles on reparations 
 
                                                          
51 Fiona McKay, ‘Are Reparations Appropriately Adressed in the ICC Statute?’ in Dinah Shelton (ed), International Crimes, 
Peace and Human Rights: The Role of the International Criminal Court. (Trasnational Publishers Inc 2001) 168. 
52 C-080-17 (n 23) pendiente. 
53 McKay (n 51) 170. Christoph Sperfeldt, ‘Rome’s Legacy: Negotiating the Reparations Mandate of the International Criminal 
Court’ (2017) 17 international criminal law review 351, 373. 
54 C-080-17 (n 23) 342. 
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The provision of article 75 RS that states the Court shall establish principles relating to reparations 
raised questions on whether it should be determined for the purposes of a situation or a case or it 
should be independent from them55. Subsequently, the ICC Trial Chamber (TC) I issued the first 
decision establishing the principles on reparations for the Lubanga case. On this decision’s appeal, 
the Appeals Chamber (AC) clarified that these principles should be general concepts formulated 
according to the specific circumstances of a case, but that can be “applied, adapted, expanded upon, 
or added by future Trial Chambers”56.  In Katanga case, the TC II considered that the principles 
established by the AC in Lubanga case were applicable, mutatis mutandis, to that case too57.  
Some of the principles used by the ICC are: (i) the purposes of reparations are to oblige those 
responsible for the crimes to repair the harm they caused and to enable the Court to render offenders 
accountable for their acts58; (ii) other purposes of the reparations proceedings are: relief the suffering 
caused by the crimes, deter further violations, contribute to reintegration and afford justice by dealing 
with the consequences of the crimes59; (iii) dignity, non-discrimination and non-stigmatization, 
including a gender-inclusive perspective60 ;(iv) promote reconciliation between the perpetrator, the 
victims and the affected communities61 ; (v) it is an obligation of the convicted person to repair the 
harm caused by the crimes she/he was held responsible62; (vi) accessibility and consultation with 
victims63; (vii) reparations should be appropriate, prompt and proportional64; (viii) types of reparations 
besides compensation, rehabilitation and restitution can be awarded by the Court, even when they 
                                                          
55 Carla Ferstman and Mariana Goetz, ‘Reparations before the International Criminal Court: Th e Early Jurisprudence on Victim 
Participation and Its Impact on Future Reparations Proceedings’ in Carla Ferstman, Mariana Goetz and Alan Stephens (eds), 
Reparations for Victims of Genocide, War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity Systems in Place and Systems in the Making 
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are not specifically mentioned in art. 75 RS65; (ix) types of reparation with a symbolic, preventive and 
transformative value might be appropriate66; (x) reparations are entirely voluntary, therefore, it 
requires the informed consent of the recipient to participate in the proceedings and to award 
reparations67; among others.   
ii. Causality 
 
Causality is a concept that comes from IHRL68. The IACtHR states that there should be a causal link 
between the facts of the case, the human rights violations, the harm generated and the reparation 
awards69.  However, causality in the context of ICL is not related to a violation of human rights, but to 
the individual criminal liability of a convicted person and whose culpability for the crimes committed 
is established in a sentence70.  The link between the crimes and the harm is established on a case 
by case basis71.  
Due to the inherent complexity on establishing consequences of facts, courts and legal systems have 
created methodologies to identify the legally relevant consequences of certain acts or facts, Indeed, 
International Law does not have a settled view on the appropriate standard of causation72. The ICC 
is not the exception and has been applying the “proximate cause” test73, consisting in in identifying a 
but/for relationship between the harm and the crime74.  However, the application of this test can lead 
to different conclusions between judges. For instance, Moffet and Sandoval point out that in Katanga 
case children posthumously born after the massacre of 24th February 2003 were not granted access 
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to rehabilitation measures because of the lack of “proximate cause” with the facts, whereas the 
IACtHR has recognized their right to reparation due to material and psychological harm75.  
iii. Beneficiaries 
 
 The definition of the concept of “victim” has been important not only for granting reparations, but also 
to allow victims to participate on the proceedings before the ICC. In the latter case, the ICC AC on 
Lubanga case defined four conditions to be considered victim, than latter were confirmed by the TC 
II on Katanga case, namely: “the applicant must be a natural or legal person; the applicant must have 
suffered harm; the crime which caused the harm must fall within the jurisdiction of the Court; and 
there must be a causal nexus between the harm suffered and the crime”76.  In any case, victims that 
did not participate on the criminal proceedings are not excluded from reparations. 
Additionally, in the case of collective reparations, the ICC has adopted an approach which considers 
that collective awards are directed towards communities understood as a group of people that 
suffered harm as a result of the crimes for which the perpetrator was convicted77. This approach 
should be carefully implemented to avoid creating differences into a group between those who are 
entitled to reparations and those who are not.  
iv. Liability to repair 
 
In one of its most recent decisions on reparations, the ICC reaffirmed that the reparations order must 
not go beyond the scope of the crimes for which the perpetrator was convicted78. Indeed, Lubanga 
claimed that the judges didn’t consider that he was found responsible as co-perpetrator by ordering 
him to pay full amount on reparations79. However, the ICC AC considered that Lubanga didn’t 
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demonstrated an error in the TC reasoning, because it did took into account the following criteria: (i) 
his presidency of the UPC/FPLC and his role as its political leader and Commander-in-chief; (ii) that 
his contributions were essential to the common plan to conscript, enlist and use children to participate 
actively on hostilities; and (iii) the gravity of the crimes and the widespread and large scale of its 
execution80.    
Additionally, the AC quotes previous decisions that state that a person’s liability for reparations must 
be proportional to the harm caused and to his/her participation on the crime81. At the same time, the 
AC recalls the Katanga case ruling which stated that it is not inappropriate to hold the perpetrator 
liable for the full harm, even when other persons might have contributed to the harm too82. Although 
this might be apparently a contradiction, the Court still renders the reparation proportional to the harm 
caused, however, the burden to recover the portion of liability relies on the perpetrator and not in the 
victims83. 
Additionally, the economic condition of the convicted person is not taken into account when 
determining the reparations size84. It should be highlighted that most of the convicted persons at the 
ICC have been declared indigent and, therefore, reparations are being granted through the TFV. 
v. Harm 
 
The concept of harm is closely related to the idea of victim. The UN Guiding Principles define victims 
as persons who individual o collectively have suffered harm. Hence, harm includes “physical or 
mental injury, emotional suffering, economic loss or substantial impairment of their fundamental 
rights, through acts or omissions that constitute gross violations of human rights law, or serious 
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violations of international humanitarian law”85. This principle was quoted by the ICC to conclude that 
material, physical and psychological harm are included in the reparation proceedings of the Court86. 
The harm can be direct or indirect and it must be personal87. The assessment of the harm is a complex 
task that in the Lubanga case was delegated by the TC I to the TFV and in Katanga case it was made 
by the Court itself, although in the latter it applied the technique of standard valuation that tends to 
homogenize the victims and the harm suffered88.  
vi. Types of reparation 
 
Article 75 of the RS considers in principle three measures of reparation: restitution, rehabilitation and 
compensation. Significantly, guarantees of non-recurrence (GNR) and satisfaction, included in the 
UN guiding principles, were not mentioned in the article89. It was considered that those measures 
were not associated with a context of international criminal law90 and were considered not appropriate 
within the limits of the Court’s mandate that excludes State responsibility91. In other words, state 
apologies, institutional reform and other examples of satisfaction and guarantees of non-recurrence 
are considered to involve State action and therefore were not mentioned on the RS. However, the 
ICC has clarified that article 75’s measures are not exclusive. Additionally, the ICC’s case law has 
shown that GNR and satisfaction are not excluded in cases of criminal responsibility92. 
According to the Rule 97(1) of the Rules of Procedure and evidence (RPE) the Court may award 
reparations on and individual or collective basis or both. For doing so, it should consider the scope 
and extent on any damage, loss or injury.  
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The ICC has issued reparation orders in three cases: Al Mahdi, Lubanga and Katanga. In all of them, 
collective reparations have been granted.  In Al Mahdi case, the ICC granted both, individual and 
collective reparations. The facts of the case refer to the destruction of protected property by the 
accused that lead the ICC to grant individual and collective reparations. Taking into consideration the 
destruction of property as such, the Court ordered “collective reparations through the rehabilitation of 
the sites of protected buildings”93 . 
 Regarding the economic loss, the Court granted: (i) individual reparations in the form of 
compensation to those who experienced economic loss because their livelihoods exclusively 
depended on the protected buildings; and (ii) collective reparations aiming to rehabilitate the 
community of Timbuktu to address the economic harm caused by the crime94.  Regarding moral harm, 
the Court granted: (i) individual compensation for those whose ancestors’ burial sites were damaged 
in the attack; and (ii) collective reparations for the community as a whole in the form of rehabilitation 
and symbolic measures to address the emotional distress caused by the destruction of the protected 
buildings95, that were cherished monuments for the community and gave them a sense of protection96.  
Reparations regarding body harm or property damage caused to other buildings were not granted by 
the Court because the accused was convicted only for the protected buildings’ attack97.   Additionally, 
the Appeals Chamber determined that the TC VIII should maintain the control over the reparation 
proceedings undertaken by the TFV, including the control over eligibility decisions regarding 
individual reparations98. It should be recalled that the TFV is separate from the Court and part of its 
mission is to implement the ICC-ordered reparations99.  
In Lubanga case, the TFV had a substantive role due to its powers to determine the “nature and/or 
size of the reparation award”100. For the Court, the most appropriate forms of reparation for the case 
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were restitution, compensation, rehabilitation and other measures with a symbolic, transformative and 
preventative value101.  In this sense, the TFV proposed a reparations plan focused on five measures, 
classified by Contreras-Garduño as: (i) physical and physiological rehabilitation, (ii) formal and 
informal education, (iii) socio-economic measures and vocational training, (iv) measures aiming to 
raise awareness on child soldering and to promote reconciliation, and (v) transformative measures 
directed to transform the causes of violence, like gender inequality and stigma102.  The Court did not 
approve measures i, ii and iii because the TFV did not identify the potential victims103, terms of 
reference of each program, cost, time limits104 and extent of the harm caused to victims105. This 
situation will lead to the implementation of the symbolic measures first, before the service-based 
ones, which is not advisable due to the risk of victims to disconnect the services provided from the 
collective reparations frame106. 
In Katanga case, the TC II established that the collective reparation measures should take the form 
of support for housing, support for an income generating activity, support for education and 
psychological support107. The Court also ruled individual measures of reparations, to afford personal 
and symbolic acknowledge of the harm caused, to regain self-sufficiency and to make decisions for 
themselves in the basis of their needs.108  Accordingly, it awarded USD 250 as a symbolic measure 
of compensation and acknowledgement of the suffering and harm caused109.  
vii. Victims’ participation 
 
This section is not going to be referred only to participation on the reparation proceedings, but 
participation in the legal proceedings before the ICC. In effect, the SJP as a restorative justice tribunal, 
place an important role on the participation of victims on the proceedings, including the consultation 
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of victims affected by the implementation of the SSS110. Undoubtfully, the participation of victims has 
a positive impact and contributes to the legitimacy of the process.  However, it is impossible for all 
victims to participate in the proceedings because it can be an obstacle to provide justice in a timely 
manner111. Therefore, the main question is how to address the collective representation of victims in 
the proceedings.  
The ICC has explored several models of victim participation: (i) a seventeen pages form only to 
participate in the proceedings; (ii) seven pages application form to participate in the proceedings and 
in the reparation stage; (iii) one page simplified application form which allow a description of the harm 
suffered and the charges presented; (iv) partially collective form in which groups of victims describe 
the common harm suffered that was only used at a pre-trial stage; or (v) to register as victims 
participants before the Registry without fulfilling application forms112. The information provided in the 
forms allows to find common interest among victims and to assign Legal Representatives 
accordingly113.  
In Bemba case 135 victims were allowed to participate in the proceedings and other 1200 applications 
were under examination114. According to the Court, the following criteria should be observed 
regarding legal representatives: (i) guarantee of meaningful participation of victims on the 
proceedings; (ii) efficiency and celerity of the process; and (iii) the participation of victims should not 
be against the rights of the accused and the right to a fair and impartial trial115. In this case, the 
grouping criteria of victims was decided on geographical grounds, which allowed to each legal 
representative to represent and equal number of victims and to communicate easily with the victims 
in the field116. Nonetheless, depending on the specific circumstances of the case, different criteria can 
be used. 
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Victim participation on the proceedings is stated in article 68(3) of the RS and Rule 89 of the RPE. 
The former establishes that when the “personal interest of the victims are affected”, they shall be 
allowed to present their views and concerns. In practice, the Court has understood that according to 
its legal framework victims’ participation is subject to the following: (i) demonstrate that they are 
victims and (ii) that their personal interests are affected by the trial which means that only victims of 
the crimes charged are entitled to participate117 .  
Victims can lead and challenge evidence when it affects their personal interest, for instance, because 
it influences the reparation proceedings or because it is prejudicial to them118. For doing so, the 
Chamber should observe (i) a discrete application, (ii) notice to the parties, (iii) demonstration of 
personal interest, (iv) compliance with protection orders and disclosure obligations, (v) 
appropriateness, (vi) consistency with the rights of the accused and a fair trial119.   
 
b. Extraordinary Chambers for the Courts of Cambodia 
 
The ECCC, like the ICC, can only render reparations against the convicted person and cannot rule 
over State responsibility120. It is mainly a retributive justice system like any other criminal court121, 
unlike the SSS that have mainly a restorative and reparative content, and a minimum component of 
retribution.   
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Rule 23(1)(b) of the Rules of Procedure of the ECCC state that civil parties (victims) are entitled to 
seek moral and collective reparations. 122 Accordingly, the ECC can only grant collective and moral 
reparations due to the great number of victims and the its limited mandate and resources123.  
In the following paragraphs, the following elements of reparations before the ECCC will be 
analysed124: (i) causality; (ii) beneficiaries; (iii) liability to repair; (iv) harm; (v) types of reparations and 
(vi) victims’ participation.  
i. Causality 
 
The causality requirement is also necessary in the ECCC proceedings; however, it seems to be more 
difficult to prove the harm caused by crimes committed more than 30 years ago125.  Additionally, 
according to the article 23 of the internal rules the test of causality seems to be stricter because it 
requires that the harm is a direct consequence of the crime charged, instead of a but/for 
relationship126. Some scholar consider that the “directness” established by the Internal Rules does 
not differ from the regional human rights standards127, others consider that this approach is narrower 
than the Inter-American system one128.  In any case, the ICC AC has expressly recognized “the 
requirement of a “direct and immediate link” is not necessarily as strict at the ECCC”129. This 
conclusion is grounded on the preference of the ECCC on collective reparations directed towards a 
large number of victims directly or indirectly affected by the crimes and the application of the 
presumption of collective injury130. 
ii. Beneficiaries 
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The beneficiaries of reparations before the ECCC are the civil parties that are recognized by the court. 
The only defining criterion for admissibility is to prove an injury resulting from the crime charged131. It 
includes direct and indirect victims that have suffered a personal injury because of the crimes132. 
Indirect victims are not limited to family members and can include extended family or people that do 
not share any kinship if the injury is proven133. Successors of the direct victim are also recognized as 
civil parties (iure hereditatis)134.  In any case, given the moral and collective reparations awarded by 
the ECCC, the scope of reparations potentially goes beyond the victims of the case135.   
In accordance with the substantive definition of the civil party as discussed above, the Supreme Court 
Chamber holds that injury resulting from the crime charged is the only defining, and at the same time 
limiting, criterion for the admissibility of the civil party application before the ECCC 
iii. Liability to repair 
 
Under the ECCC legal framework, the obligation to repair is linked to the conviction of the defendant. 
Therefore, civil parties do not have standing to advance a claim before the ECCC for any other 
defendant, but the convicted person136.  Moreover, the ECCC used to be limited by the viability of 
funds to issue reparation measures taking into consideration that it cannot take decisions involving 
the State’s funds. This situation was amended, and donations are considered in order to grant the 
reparation measures137.  
It is interesting to note that in the cases were the perpetrators were found responsible as members 
of a joint criminal enterprise, the court did not establish individual injury against an individual 
accused138.   
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iv. Harm  
 
Article 23 bis b) establishes harm as physical, mental or psychological injury that must be a “direct 
consequence” of the crimes charged to the convicted. However, the ECCC has clarified that it does 
not necessarily has to be direct139. Additionally, like the ICC, the harm also must be personal140.  
Interestingly, on the Duch trial case the only described damage was the psychological and physical 
suffering141. One can conclude that this reasoning comes from the fact that the ECCC only grant 
symbolic and moral reparations of a collective nature and from the difficulties to prove material harm 
from facts that occurred 30 years ago. 
One important landmark from this Court is the presumption of collective injury in cases of genocide 
or crimes against humanity that aim to target a group or population, when a victim submits that was 
“a member of the same targeted group or community as the direct victim and such is more likely than 
not to be true, psychological harm suffered by the indirect victim arises out of the harm suffered by 
the direct victim, brought about by the commission of crimes, which represent grave violations of 
international humanitarian law”142.  
v. Types of reparation 
 
 The first symbolic reparations ordered by the ECCC (Case 001) related to acknowledgement of 
responsibility and apologies143 which has been criticized as a very restricted form of reparation144. In 
effect, the requests for commemoration day and official apologies were denied for falling exclusively 
on governmental prerogatives145;  vocational training, micro-enterprise loans and business skills 
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training were rejected because they were beyond the scope of the available reparations before the 
Chambers146; the construction of memorials was denied because there was not enough specificity on 
the presented proposals147;  request for medical care was also rejected because it might impose 
obligation to national health authorities148. Therefore, the only measure granted was the compilation 
of all statements of acknowledgement of responsibility and apologies made by the accused during 
the trial and upload them to the ECCC’s official webpage149.  
After this situation, the reparation implementation regime was amended on September 2010. 
Significantly, article 23(3)(b) quinquies states that the Chamber might “a) order that the costs of the 
award shall be borne by the convicted person; or b) recognise that a specific project appropriately 
gives effect to the award sought by the Lead Co-Lawyers and may be implemented. Such project 
shall have been designed or identified in cooperation with the Victims Support Section and have 
secured sufficient external funding.”150. Therefore, external funding and donations can be considered 
to grant collective and moral reparations before the ECCC. Additionally, for some scholars the Victim 
Support Section of the ECCC assumes mutatis mutandis functions partially similar to the TFV’s 
ones151.  
On Case 002/01, the ECCC approved 11 out of 13 projects of reparation. These included: national 
Remembrance Day, previously approved by government authorities152;  therapy and psychological 
assistance which had the required funding granted153; and documentation and education projects that 
had secured funding and its partners were willing to contribute to the projects154. The Chamber did 
not approve the construction of five public memorial sites through Cambodia that did not have enough 
detailed descriptions and itemized budget, and the construction of a memorial to Cambodian victims 
living in France that didn’t secure enough funding155.  
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On Case 002/02, the ECCC approved 14 out of the 15 projects proposed. The approved projects 
included GNR through an app to learn about the Khmer Rouge History, university workshops on the 
Khmer Rouge History and art performances in schools and universities to promote intergenerational 
dialogue on the experiences of victims156. Projects aiming at guaranteeing non-repetition and 
benefiting specific groups of victims like films and multimedia exhibitions to educate about the Cham 
experience on Democratic Kampuchea (DK) regime157, “Phka Sla Kraom Angkar” classical dance 
production to raise awareness on the regulation of marriage on DK regime158; project to raise 
awareness on the Cham and Vietnamese victims’ experience to promote intergenerational 
dialogue159 and a civil and legal education pilot to allow civil parties to understand better their legal 
status according to the Cambodian law160. Projects that aimed to provide satisfaction like a book with 
the accounts of 30 civil parties that did not have to opportunity to give statements before the Court161; 
a song writing contest162; public exhibition of memory sketches performed by university students163; 
access to judicial records and civil parties’ materials of the Khmer Rouge Trials164. Projects serving 
rehabilitation like the healing and reconciliation project for survivors of the Khmer Rouge165 and the 
project to improve health and mental wellbeing and reducing the risk of poverty and social exclusion 
of ageing civil parties, ensuring access to health services and increasing their income security166.  
The only project that was not endorsed sought to produce two documentaries and testimonials of 
Cambodia’s indigenous people in Ratanakiri and Mondulkiri provinces during the DK regime167. The 
reason for its exclusion is the fact that the charges of the case were not related with the discrimination 
and persecution of the indigenous people living in the mentioned provinces168. In any case, the Court 
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highlighted that donors can support those initiatives even when they are not endorsed by the 
Chamber169.      
It is important to highlight how the ECCC was able to deal with its limitations regarding State 
responsibility, the limited funding and the victims demands for reparation. Civil society organisations 
and international cooperation played an important role in the execution of the reparation measures.  
Additionally, the case law of the ECCC has demonstrated that measures of satisfaction and 
guarantees of non-recurrence can be granted to some extent even without the involvement of State 
responsibility.  
vi. Victims’ participation 
 
Article 23 of the Internal Rules provides that the purpose of civil action before the ECCC are: (i) 
“Participate in criminal proceedings against those responsible for crimes within the jurisdiction of the 
ECCC by supporting the prosecution” 170 and (ii) seek collective and moral reparations. As it can be 
seen, victims’ participation in the criminal proceedings must be in support of the prosecution’s case 
or, at least, with its consent171. Victims’ participation is also limited by the Chambers, for instance the 
questions to the parties and witnesses shall be asked through the president of the Chamber172 and 
the order of the interventions in the hearings is decided by the Chamber173.   
Regarding collective participation, the system designed for it is described as follows “At the pre-trial 
stage, Civil Parties participate individually. Civil Parties at the trial stage and beyond shall comprise 
a single, consolidated group, whose interests are represented by the Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers 
(…) Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers shall file a single claim for collective and moral reparations”174. This 
provision is problematic due to the different positions that can arise between victims, but the 
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prevalence of a unified position before the Chambers reached after a consensus with the Civil Parties 
lawyers 175. This creates a huge risk of silence of the different experiences of victims.  
3.1.2 International Human Rights Law. Inter-American Court of Human Rights 
 
This subsection is going to focus on the case law of the IACtHR for two main reasons. Firstly, as 
mentioned earlier, Colombia is under the jurisdiction of the IACtHR and, secondly, this court has 
leading developments on reparations176. Additionally, even when the Inter-American Commission of 
Human Rights (IACHR) has issued recommendations aiming to redress the violations of the ACHR 
or the American Declaration of Rights and Duties of “Men”, the IACtHR is more consistent with the 
subject and it leaves considerably less discretion to the States177.   
The elements to be analysed in this subsection are: (i) beneficiaries, (ii) harm, (iii) causality or causal 
link, (iv) types of reparations and (v) victims’ participation. Additionally, taking into consideration the 
purposes of this dissertation, an analysis on the (vi) Colombian administrative reparations program 
and its impact on reparations issued by the Court will be held.  
a. Beneficiaries 
 
According to article 63(1) of the ACHR, when there is a violation of the Convention, the Court “shall 
rule that the injured party be ensured the enjoyment of his right or freedom that was violated.”178 The 
Court has used the terms “victim” and “injured party” to refer to the beneficiaries of reparations. For 
Shelton, those terms had different scope in the Court’s early cases, but it has gradually expanded the 
concept of victim and “appears now to leave the words as coextensive”179. As an example, she recalls 
the Velazquez Rodríguez case, the first case ruled by the Court, where Manfredo Velásquez, the 
direct victim of forced disappearance, was considered a victim and his wife and children were 
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considered injured parties180. Subsequently, she highlights that the Court has recognized as victims 
-not injured parties- the next of kin in cases of extrajudicial killings and forced disappearances181.  
Sandoval-Villalba considered that the tendency to treat those who used to be considered injured 
parties as victims does not means that the term “injured party” is no longer applicable in the Court’s 
case law, although she recognized major setbacks with regards to this concept in cases like La 
Cantuta v. Perú and Kimel v. Argentina182. However, in most recent cases, the Court has explained 
that “injured party” refers to victims of any violation of the rights protected by the Court183, suggesting 
that these terms are currently used alike. In fact, in another article on the subject she recognizes this 
narrow understanding of “injured party”184.   
The concept of victim has increasingly been subject to procedural constraints. Accordingly, the most 
recent Rules of the Court state in its article 35.1 that the report filled by the IACHR to the Court must 
identify the alleged victims. Moreover, since 2007 the Court’s case law has established that the 
alleged victims should be mentioned in the complaint and the report filled by the Commission, which 
has the duty to identify the victims185 . For the Court, this guarantees legal certainty and the State’s 
right of defence186.  
However, the Court is allowed to take a flexible approach regarding collective and massacres cases 
according to article 35.2 of the Rules. For instance, Genesis Operation case relates to the facts 
surrounding the contra insurgency military operation known as “Genesis” and paramilitary incursions 
in the basin of the Cacarica river in Colombia, that lead to the murder of Marino López by 
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paramilitaries and the forced displacement of the inhabitant afro descendant communities187.  The 
complexity of the facts, the high number of victims and the difficulties to access the region prevented 
the representatives of victims and the IACHR to identify clearly the victims when the later issued its 
merits report188.  Therefore, considering the complexities of the case, the Court took into account the 
alleged victims reported by the victims’ representatives in a later stage189. Nonetheless, this approach 
is far from being as broad as in the Plan de Sánchez case, where the Court held that the victims were 
the persons listed in the IACHR application and “those that may subsequently be identified, since the 
complexities and difficulties faced in identifying them lead to the presumption that there may be 
victims yet to be identified”190 , even though in both cases the representatives faced similar difficulties 
to identify victims.  
The Court has considered as beneficiaries of reparations: (i) the direct victim, his/her successors-
when the former dies 191 and next of kin192 in the case regarding EE and forced disappearances; (ii) 
next of kin in case of arbitrary detention, inhumane treatment, torture and sexual violence193; (iv) non-
members of the victims’ family that can demonstrate economic dependence on the victim through 
regular payments194  and (v) communities195. Some scholars contested the recognition of 
communities as injured parties196 maybe because the Court used to order collective reparations 
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without the explicit recognition of the community as victim like in Ituango massacres or Plan de 
Sanchez cases.  However, in more recent cases the IACtHR has expressly recognized certain groups 
and communities as injured parties and beneficiaries of collective reparations197. 
Additionally, it is important to note that kinship has been broadly understood by the Court and goes 
beyond the idea of nuclear family198. Furthermore, the Court presumes moral damages caused to the 
parents, spouse/partner, children and siblings of the next of kin of victims199. However, this 
presumption is iuris tantum and can be contested by the State200 .  
The Court does not have an established rule with regards to posthumously born children and it seems 
to depend on the cessation of the effects of the violation at the time of birth. Likewise, in the case of 
the forced disappearance of Gómez Palomino the Court considered a posthumously born child of the 
victim as injured party201 and held a similar position in a case of False positives (extrajudicial 
executions)202. Nevertheless, in the Genesis Operation case it considered that the children born after 
the return to the Cacarica basin of the displaced communities were not victims because they did not 
endure the forced displacement conditions203.  
b. Harm 
 
The Court has identified three types of harm: (i) non-pecuniary harm (daño inmaterial); (ii) material 
harm and (iii) collective harm. The non-pecuniary harm refers to the hardship and suffering caused 
by the violation of human rights, including the damage caused to victim’s significative values and 
changes of a non-pecuniary nature in the living conditions204. This type of harm can be redressed 
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through: (i) monetary compensation or providing goods and services which worth is defined on 
equitable grounds and reasonable judicial discretion or (ii) public actions aiming to recognize the 
victim’s dignity and prevent the recurrence of human rights violations205. Its worth noting that the non-
pecuniary harm was also known as moral harm206, but the former is considered more broad-it adds 
to the concept of moral harm the alteration in living conditions- and more consistent with IHRL207. 
The material harm comprises “the loss of or detriment to the victims’ income(sic), the expenses 
incurred as a result of the facts, and the monetary consequences that have a causal nexus with the 
facts of the sub judice case”208.  
Regarding collective harm, Contreras considers that the Court typically refers to it by stating that a 
human rights violation inflicted harm on some members of the community; on the community itself or 
when it recognizes a community as injured party209.  However, the first scenario might be ambiguous 
as several members of a given community can be affected by a human rights violation without it 
necessarily affecting the group itself. Even when the Court deals with GHRV, it should clarify how the 
violation of human rights to members of the community affects the community as a whole. Is it 
because of the nature of the crimes, the high number of victims or the notoriety of the victim? The 
Court has not provided any answer yet.  
Additionally, Contreras explains that the Court has awarded collective reparations in cases of 
individual or collective harm, but in some cases, it has refrained from ordering collective reparation 
measures even when it has acknowledged the collective harm like in the Genesis Operation case210.  
Nonetheless, this case should be analysed under the lens of complementarity and the existence of a 
comprehensive domestic reparations program (DRP). This topic is going to be analysed further below.  
c. Causal link  
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For the Court there should be a causal link between the facts of the case, the recognized human 
rights violations and the measures of reparation to redress the harm211. Regarding the causality 
between the facts and the recognized human rights violated, in Aloeboetoe  case the Court 
established that the responsible party should repair the immediate effects of its unlawful acts to the 
extent that has been legally recognized212. It has also referred to the “direct” damage caused by the 
facts of the case213.  
Additionally, regarding the reparation measures, there is not a single causality test applied by the 
Court and its reasoning seems to rely on a case-by-case basis. In general, the Court denies 
reparation measures because they are not related with the human rights violations of the case214. 
Nonetheless, it has also rejected reparation measures because it considers that the measures 
already ordered are enough and fulfil the purpose intended with the proposed measure215. 
Interestingly, it has also rejected reparation measures that might be adequate but do not achieve the 
purpose intended by the Court. For instance, in a case related with the statutory limitations imposed 
to victims of crimes against humanity in Chile who were seeking civil compensation, the Court 
recognized that the measure related with the harm caused was to order the State a domestic remedy 
which guarantees the access to civil reparations to the victims216. However, it considered that by 
ordering that measure the consequence would be that the victims would not have had access to a 
prompt remedy neither at the national nor the international level217.  
d. Types of reparation 
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The Court has consistently state that, if it is possible, a restitutio in integrum should be pursued in 
order to establish the status quo ante218. However, in most cases of human rights violations it is not 
possible, therefore the Court will order measures to redress the harm caused through compensation, 
restitution, rehabilitation, satisfaction and GNR219.  These measures can be awarded individually or 
collectively.  
Compensation consist in ordering a monetary award to the victims for the harm caused, although 
some consider that this measure is merely symbolic because the damage caused by GHRV can 
never be repaired220. In collective reparation cases regarding indigenous communities, the Court has 
ordered the State to create community funds as compensation for the harm caused221.   
Restitution aims to restore the victim to her/his original situation222 and in the Court case law has 
comprised orders to release a university instructor arrested, tortured and accused of belonging to a 
terrorist group, Loayza Tamayo, and her reincorporation as a teacher in a public institution223; the 
restitution of goods and securities that were confiscated by the police when Daniel Tibi was 
detained224; nullify all judicial or administrative records225; among others. Collectively, it has ordered 
the restitution of lands to indigenous226 and afro-descendant communities227. Significantly, in the latter 
case, the restitution referred to an effective use of lands because legally it belonged to the 
community228.  
Rehabilitation aims to redress the physical, moral and physiological consequences of the human 
rights violations229.  The Court has ordered free healthcare at specialized institutes or hospitals of 
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referral, diagnostic procedures, medicines, hospitalization, surgery, mental health and 
traumatological rehabilitation230. However, this standard has been lowered in recent Colombian 
cases231. Regarding collective cases, the Court has ordered as reparation measures the provision of 
goods and basic services like potable water, medical and psychosocial attention, delivery of food to 
ensure an adequate diet, among others232.  
Satisfaction measures “seek to repair the non-pecuniary damage that does not have a pecuniary 
dimension, and also establish measures with a public dimension or repercussion”233. These measures 
seek the restoration of victim’s dignity, an official reproof of the violations and, like the GNR, prevent 
the repetition of the facts234.   These measures include: publication and dissemination of the 
judgement, public events of acknowledgement of responsibility, tributes to the victims, scholarships 
to study and commemorative scholarships, among others235. The Court has also ordered measures 
of satisfaction when ordering collective reparations, like in Plan de Sánchez case, where it granted: 
study and dissemination of the indigenous culture, maintenance and improvements of roads, bilingual 
teaching stuff, establishment of a health centre, among others236.  
For the Court GNR have a greater significance in ensuring the no repetition and prevention of the 
GVHR in the future237. The States are obligated to take all measures, included legal and 
administrative ones, necessary to protect human rights238. These measures are particular because 
they are forward looking, not victim-centric and structural239. Likewise, the Court has ordered the 
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teaching of human rights to public servants, legal reform, investigate, prosecute and punish those 
responsible for GHRV, find the whereabouts of the victim, among others240.  
As seen in the description of reparations in ICL, GNR and satisfaction were considered inadequate 
in the context of reparations for criminal responsibility. Definitively, the broad scope of GNR under 
the case law of the IACtHR necessarily requires a strong state involvement. However, the case law 
of the ECCC has proven that it is possible to order these types of measures in contexts of criminal 
responsibility, although its scope is far more limited than under IHRL.  This is one of the challenges 
the SJP must face.  
e. Victims’ participation 
 
Since 2009 Rules of Procedure, the victims can present their views and concerns directly to the Court 
and do not have to rely on the Commission for doing so, however, only the latter and the States 
parties of the ACHR are legally entitled to refer a case before the Court241. As parties of the process, 
the legal representatives can propose the reparations that they estimate adequate to redress the 
harm caused.  
The Court has addressed the participation of victims through different means, including:  simply by 
adopting the recommendations made by victims242; order the State to implement collective reparation 
measures with the agreement of the community and under the supervision of the ACHR243; the 
implementation of satisfaction measures consulting victims244 and the establishment of an 
implementation committee comprised by representatives of the victims and the State in order to agree 
on the implementation of projects related with health, education, public services and infrastructure245. 
It should be noted that most of these measures of participation have been issued in cases of 
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indigenous communities, raising the question of whether it should be applied to non-ethnical 
communities246. 
Finally, the Court has also stated that in cases of GVHR, the State must guarantee the access and 
participation of victims in the criminal investigation and prosecution of those responsible247. Indeed, 
regarding the Peace and Justice process, a transitional justice criminal tribunal aiming to punish 
demobilized paramilitaries in Colombia, the Court held that the fact that the victims triggered a change 
in the charges is an indicium of their participation in the criminal procedure248.   
f. Colombian domestic reparation program and the IACtHR 
 
In recent years, Colombia has developed a comprehensive legal framework for the assistance, 
attention and reparation for victims of armed conflict. These effort of the State has been recognized 
by the IACtHR. For instance, in the case of rehabilitation measures, in Genesis Operation case the 
IACtHR acknowledge the efforts of the state with regards to victims of armed conflict249. Furthermore, 
the Court ordered the treatment of the victims, including the provision of medicines through the public 
health care system, stating that victims should apply through the DRP250. 
In Yarce and others case, regarding the context of State and paramilitary violence against human 
rights defenders in Comuna 13, a neighbourhood in Medellín city, the Court acknowledged the health 
services provided by the State to victims of armed conflict and ordered a health and psychological 
treatment for the victims and if it is adequate, the treatment can be provided through the PAPSIVI, 
the domestic rehabilitation program for victims of armed conflict251.  This has been its ruling regarding 
rehabilitation in the subsequent cases against Colombia that are related with the armed conflict252. 
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This position of the Court implies that in some cases it will qualify its orders, that is, it would not make 
an automatic referral to the DRP but will establish some conditions to the measures provided.  
Nevertheless, in the author’s view the Court has not qualified its orders in relation to compensation 
and collective measures.  The only Colombian case in which the Court has recognized the DRP to 
compensate the harm was in the Genesis Operation case, where it only required the promptness of 
the payment and impliedly acknowledged it as an adequate compensation of forced displacement253. 
Subsequently, the Court implied that the DRP was not adequate to redress the murder of Marino 
López and ordered compensation to him and to his relatives without providing further explanations254. 
In this sense, the author considers that the Court did not qualify its order of compensation when it 
deemed the DRP adequate to redress the harm identified and, thus, does not agree with the position 
of some scholars on this regard255. Additionally, in relation to collective measures, the Court weather 
dismissed the claims of the representatives because they were related with the already existing public 
policy for victims256 or because the victims already triggered the collective reparations program at the 
domestic level257. In any case, the extent of complementarity on reparations is not settled and 
generates uncertainty258.  
3.2 Special Sanctions of the System and its punitive component 
 
3.2.1 Effective restriction 
 
The effectiveness of the sanction is closely related with its real execution and the achievement of its 
goals. To assess effectiveness, the Handbook on Restorative Justice Programs suggests the 
identification of relevant data which can be collected on a systematic manner and continuously from 
the beginning or even before the actual implementation259.  For these purposes, qualitative and 
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statistical data should be collected260. Relevant qualitative data can include: the time required to 
conduct the restorative process; the length of time required for case preparation; nature and contents 
of agreements; successful completion of outcome agreements; the rate and type of re-offenders; the 
attributes of victims, offenders and community residents that participate in restorative processes; the 
perceptions of the participants; among others261.  As qualitative data, the Handbook suggest 
observation and interviews with the participants of the restorative processes262. Furthermore, it 
suggests that each restorative programme must determine how it will assess compliance263. These 
criteria are more accurate to assess the effectiveness of the SSS because of its restorative nature. 
As consequence, the effectiveness assessment in the case of alternative and ordinary sanctions must 
be different because its retributive nature.   
3.2.2 Proportionality in the punishment  
 
It is very difficult to assess proportionality in transitional justice contexts, because the ordinary 
parameters of justice are modified in order to achieve reconciliation and peace. Nevertheless, the 
requirement of proportionality in the SJP’s sanctions is strengthened by the IACtHR in Rochela 
massacre case264 and, even the international human rights framework on restorative justice265.   
Accordingly, the CCC also considers that the Constitutional Amendment (CA) establishes the duty to 
impose effective and proportional sanctions266.    
At the IHRL level, proportionality on the punishment has been addressed, but for purposes that are 
not relevant in the present analysis. Likewise, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) has ruled 
on gross disproportionally sentences that constitutes a human rights violation. In those cases, the 
Court has ruled over the extreme length of the punishment, instead of questions on the 
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appropriateness of the punishment or extremely short sentences267. Indeed, the SSS might face 
questions regarding the short length of the sanctions-5 to 8 years- in cases of GVHR268.  
In any case, relevant guidance has been given by the ICL with regards to relevant criteria for 
sentencing international crimes. Although the weight given to each criterion relies on judicial 
discretion269, some patters on sentencing have been identified. D’ascoli has recognised three groups 
of influential factors of sentencing: general, case-related and procedural-related factors270.    
The general factors are the preliminary factors that influence sentencing in international tribunals, 
such as: principle of proportionality, purposes of punishment and sentencing practice in the State271. 
For instance, the ICC takes into account the twofold purpose of the sentence: the punishment as an 
expression of condemnation for the acts and the acknowledgment of the victims’ suffering, and 
deterrence to deflect those aiming to commit similar acts272. Significantly, authors that claim that 
alternative punishments are proportional in the context of transitional justice, also stress the 
importance of the purposes of the punishment273. Likewise, the aims of SJP should be a main criterion 
to consider while sentencing.  
The case-related factors comprise all circumstances specific to the case, including the commission 
of the crime and the perpetrator’s personal situation which are analysed when revising the gravity of 
the crime and the aggravating and mitigating circumstances274. As for the gravity of the crime, the 
ICC has considered the damage caused to the victims and their families, the nature of the unlawful 
behaviour, the means employed to execute the crime, the degree of participation of the convicted 
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person, the age and education of the convicted person, the degree of intent, the circumstances of 
manner, location and time, among others275.  
As aggravating circumstances some tribunals have included: recidivism or relevant prior criminal 
convictions, premeditation, reprehensive or futile motives, abuse of power or official capacity, 
commission of the crime on defenceless victims, cruelty in the commission of the crimes, multiple 
victims and discriminatory intent or any other bias276. Several criteria included as aggravating 
circumstances are also considered when analysing the “gravity of the crime”, nonetheless, the 
distinction between them is not very clear277. It should be noted that the factors that are taken into 
account as gravity of the crime, cannot be used also as an aggravating circumstance278  
As mitigating circumstances some tribunals have considered: the convicted person conduct after the 
act like efforts to compensate the victims or to cooperate with the Court, circumstances falling short 
of constituting grounds of criminal exclusion, youth of the accused, previous good character, acts 
product of provocation, anger or delusion, surrender, guilty plea, personal situation and family status 
279. In Katanga, the ICC gave limited weight to a convicted person’s young age, his parenthood of six 
children and the kindly and protective disposition on civilians of his community as mitigating 
circumstances280. Additionally, it also considered his active participation in demobilisation efforts that 
were a positive contribution at the time281  but did not find any statement during the proceedings that 
was a sincere statement of remorse282. It should be noted that according to D’ascoli classification, 
several mitigating circumstances constitute proceeding-related factors, as long as they are 
circumstances related with the proceedings and its development283.  
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3.3 The application of International Human Rights Law and International Criminal Law to the 
special sanction of the system. 
 
3.3.1 Projects for work or activities providing reparation and restoration (TOAR) 
 
According to the CA 01 of 2017, the comprehensive reparation of victims is at the core of the Peace 
Agreement284. Nonetheless, when describing the purposes of the SJP it fails to attribute any 
reparation aim to it285. Additionally, the CCC has established that the SJP can only issue measures 
of reparation against those convicted by its jurisdiction286. The definition of the scope of reparations 
at the SJP is not settled due to the absence of any decision on this regard.  
The mentioned CA established that the SSS have two components: (i) restorative and reparative and 
(ii) effective restriction of freedoms287.  The former relates with the TOAR, that can be suggested by 
the accused but must be approved by the First Instance Chamber288. The law contemplates activities 
that can be suggested as TOAR like participation or implementation in programs of reparation, for the 
protection of the environment, alphabetization, local development, access to basic services, among 
others289. 
It should be noted that Colombia has a DRP that comprises collective reparation. By 2016, the Unit 
for Victims had 340 processes of collective reparation290, therefore, it is very likely that there will be 
coincidences between collective reparations and the cases before the SJP. Both processes can be 
mutually reinforced, and some sanctions could include the development of the already existing 
collective reparation programs.  Moreover, some kind of articulation can also be reached in relation 
to the reparation measures ordered by domestic administrative courts. Nevertheless, there is no legal 
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provision that rule in this regard or any inhibition to order complex sanctions that comprise measures 
of reparation like those already existing under the DRP.  
Additionally, the dissuasion potential of reparations should not be underestimated. Although, the 
IACtHR has established that the reparations are compensatory and not punitive291, this does not 
mean that they cannot have a deterrent effect depending on the level of the award and the nature of 
the remedy292 . It should be recalled that one of the purposes of reparations identified by the ICC was 
deter further violations. 
Appropriate and comprehensive reparation measures should include GNR in the different ways in 
which it has been addressed in the ICL and IHRL like the public acknowledgment of responsibility, 
the participation in events and activities that aim to show the truth, the reasons of the conflict and the 
suffering of victims. Even when this can be ordered against an individual instead of the State, it should 
be noted that the legal framework of the Peace Agreement re-state the duty of the State to guarantee 
non-repetition293.   
Regarding the “liability to repair” principle and its application by the SJP, it might not be an issue in 
the case of combatants because comprehensive reparation is guaranteed by the State and they are 
expressly excluded from monetary compensation by law. However, this benefit was not provided to 
civilians, who still are obliged to provide full reparation, therefore some questions arise: (i) to what 
extent are the third civilians liable to repair on the cases were civilians and members of the State or 
armed groups jointly committed crimes? (ii) is the SJP entitled to demand full reparations on those 
civilians who have been admitted into the jurisdiction in order to receive and maintain their benefits? 
(iii) do the awards of reparations provided by civilians in the process before the SJP extinguish the 
possibility for victims to ask for reparations under ordinary courts?  
To answer the first question, it should be noted that unlike the ICC, the SJP has structural cases 
where several perpetrators are facing the same process before the Court. Therefore, according to 
the case law of the ICC, the perpetrator should be declared liable to repair to the extent of his/her 
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responsibility in the crimes, that is, it should be proportional to the harm caused by the civilian. 
Nevertheless, it is very difficult to assess the liability to repair of civilians because of the different ways 
in which they have participated in the conflict, such as: economic support and financing, land 
dispossession, medicines provision, suppling guns, participation in meetings, benefits through 
contracts, use of influences for private and political aims, among others294.  
In relation to the second question, if civilians are demanded to provide full reparation giving him/her 
the possibility to recover from other perpetrators his/her proportional amount for which he/she is liable, 
it could disincentive even more their participation in the system. Indeed, even in the case in which the 
SJP demands only proportional reparations, the amount of money can be very high due to the 
considerable number of victims. It should be noted that the CCC stated that their participation is on a 
voluntary basis and not mandatory, as it was first conceived in the CA295.  The legal standard of the 
ICC to demand full reparation to the convicted is not adequate for the SJP because: (i) it does not 
have a Fund that provides reparations in the case that civilians cannot; (ii) in any case, victims of 
armed conflict can receive administrative reparations regardless of the perpetrator status 
(combatants or civilians); (iii)  the SJP is mainly a restorative fora that aims for truth, reconciliation 
and peace, therefore, the reparation demands cannot be as high as to prevent the participation of 
those who want to contribute with truth and as much reparation as they can provide. 
Additionally, the reparations provided by civil parties before the SJP should extinguish their obligation 
to repair under ordinary courts, otherwise, civilians would not contribute with full truth in order to avoid 
expose the full extent of their conduct that can lead to a civil claim where he /she can be defeated. 
These is an issue of extreme concern for civilians due to the CCC case law, which states that they 
are not excluded from obligation of compensation under the ordinary rules of responsibility296.     
Regarding causality, it was exposed its common use in ICL and IHRL. Likewise, there should be a 
link between the facts of the case, the crimes/GVHR committed, the harm caused, and the measures 
of reparation ordered. Even when the criminal processes before the SJP are not reparation process 
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as such, it does provide some sort of reparation. Therefore, the sanctions proposed in the list of 
sanctions of art. 141 of the Law 1957 of 2019, can be inadequate if they are not related with the facts 
of the case and the harm caused to the victims cannot be acknowledged through the execution of the 
reparation measure/SSS.  
Considering the limitations on reparations, the author insists on articulate the existing public policy 
for victims and the SSS. Given the nature of the SSS and its restorative/punitive purposes, as well as 
the limitation imposed on reparation due by convicted individuals, collective reparations provide 
standards that might fit better in this design. Indeed, the administrative programs of reparations are 
still going to be applied while the sanctions are imposed, therefore, there is a lower risk to create 
tensions among the victims. Furthermore, some scholars have highlighted the relevance of collective 
reparations in restorative justice contexts297. 
One fundamental issue to discuss is the concept of beneficiaries of the measure. Considering the 
restorative purposes of the SSS a broad understanding of beneficiaries and victims should be taken. 
Indeed, a legalistic approach like the one adopted in recent cases by the IACtHR should be dismissed 
because it does not fit the purposes of the SJP.      
According to the CCC, the principle 8 of the UN guiding principles should be observed when defining 
the concept of victim298.However, as some scholars have pointed  out, the IACtHR case law regarding 
the definition of victim can be broad in the sense that, as explained before, it considers as victims of 
a human rights violation by their own right the next of kin of victims of forced disappearances, EE, 
inhumane treatment, torture and sexual violence, without an assessment of appropriateness or 
concordance with the domestic law.299  Furthermore, the IACtHR has not exclusively rely on the 
“immediate family” and has had a broad understanding of kinship300.  Therefore, even when the CCC 
established the observation of the UN guiding principles, this is a minimum that should be 
complemented by the IACtHR case law.  
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Finally, the concept of “collective injury presumption” developed by the ECCC can be useful for the 
SJP in cases of structural human rights violations that occurred several years ago and where it is 
more difficult to prove victimhood. However, the question of whether a specific group or community 
was targeted should be considered by the court before granting this presumption to victims.  
3.3.2 Victims’ participation 
 
The Justice Panel of Acknowledgement of Truth in the case of the SSS shall allow the maximum 
extent of victim participation possible since the accused is recognizing his/her responsibility. Articles 
14 and 15 of the Law 1957 of 2019 provide several rights to victims with “legitimate and direct 
interest”, including the right to provide evidence, being recognized as victims, challenge decisions, to 
be present in the hearings of acknowledgement of truth if the SJP allows it, among others. For the 
CCC, “legitimate and direct interest” cannot be interpreted against internationally recognized victims’ 
rights301. Nonetheless, it is important to bear in mind the ICC jurisprudence with regards to victims’ 
participation and the relevance to provide information to show the specific interest of victims in the 
decision taken by the judge in which they desire to participate. Otherwise, victims’ participation can 
be an obstacle for the expeditiousness of proceedings, the rights of the accused and a fair trial.   
Regarding the SSS, the question if victims can present evidence with regards to incomplete or false 
acknowledgments of truth rises. According to the CCC case law and the Law 1957, it will be possible 
because they can present evidence, in principle, with no limitation. However, victims’ participation 
should be allowed in a manner that is not contrary to the rights of the accused, where he/she can 
challenge in a timely manner the evidence provided by victims. It should be recalled that depending 
of the level of inaccuracy or falsity of the acknowledgement of truth the accused can lose the benefits 
provided by the SJP.        
Another issue that the SJP faces is the number of victims that might be entitled to participate in the 
proceedings. For the CCC, it is possible to have common legal representatives of victims in order to 
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avoid delays in the trials302. The ICC have faced similar issues and to solve the problem it has 
gathered relevant information of victims that allows their grouping according to significant features 
they share. This will minimize the risk of invisibility of some victims whose voice can be silence if they 
do not find an appropriate legal representative that advocates for their rights and views, like it happens 
with the system created by the ECCC where only one consolidated view of the victims can be 
presented at trial.     
Finally, it is important to highlight the non-discrimination and consultation with victims’ principles of 
reparation stated in Lubanga case. Likewise, the SJP has a duty to promote the participation in the 
proceedings of the most vulnerable victims, specially, those who are not organized, illiterate and 
located in remote areas. 
3.3.3 Effective restriction 
 
Regarding the effectiveness of the sanction, the CCC establishes that the supervision on the SSS 
relays on the Peace Tribunal and the UN Verification Mission in Colombia303. Furthermore, effective 
restriction component is implied from the conditions of the execution of the SSS fixed by the judges, 
like residency of the convicted, the schedules to execute the sanction, the supervisory institution, 
among others304.   
Considering the Handbook on Restorative Justice Programmes, each program must determine how 
it will assess compliance. Therefore, it is important that each SSS issued identifies the main elements 
to be assessed in order to determine the compliance of the sanction. This can be decided after 
listening the expectations of the victims and the community in a public hearing.  
3.3.4 Proportionality 
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The SSS are applied in cases where the nature of the crimes forbids amnesties305. These sanctions 
have a length between five to eight years, therefore, a margin of 3 years is very tight to graduate 
proportionality between the punishment, the gravity of the crime and the level of responsibility of the 
perpetrator306.  
In the author’s view, there is no mandatory rule of international law that states how a sentence should 
be imposed. The sentencing criteria developed under ICL are merely guidance that should be 
weighted according to the circumstances of each case. Significantly, the purposes pursued with the 
sanction should be beard in mind while sentencing. In the case of the SJP, those purposes are the 
fulfilment of the rights of victims and the consolidation of peace307. 
Several of the ICL sentencing criteria were reproduced by the law of procedure, such as: gravity of 
the crime, the way it was committed, the vulnerability of the crimes, the extent of the damage caused, 
the level of responsibility, intent, moment and characteristics of the truth statement, reparation and 
GNR308.  The most recent law on the subject, also established the following criteria: the level and 
promptness of the truth statements, level of responsibility, the gravity of the crime and the reparation 
commitments309.   
Nevertheless, in the author’s view the truth statements and the reparation commitments should be 
carefully analysed when sentencing to avoid double benefits for the convicted person. If the 
contribution to truth and reparation are a condition to access to the SSS, it shouldn’t also be 
considered as a mitigating factor. In this sense, if the ICL establishes that the factors that are 
considered for the gravity of the crime cannot be used also as an aggravating circumstance; the same 
logic should apply to the attenuating circumstances. An exception should be made in cases where 
the conduct of the convicted person goes beyond the legal requirements or when the purposes of the 
sanction indicate otherwise.   
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The SSS are already shortened sentences that are very benevolent considering the seriousness of 
the crimes and provide a tight margin of sentence graduation of three years. For this reason, the 
author considers that, in principle, the sentence imposed should be of eight years and, from there, 
the judges should start to consider mitigating factors and lower levels of responsibility to reduce the 
sentence. However, this approach is very unlikely to be applied due to the already established 
aggravating factors on the legal framework.  
4. The extrajudicial executions case (Case 003) 
 
Due to the scale and the responsibility of State armed forces in EE of civilians that then were 
pretended to be deaths in combat, several judgements of the administrative courts have been issued 
to condemn the State. Indeed, the IACtHR recently issued a decision on the matter in the Villamizar 
Durán case. 
The administrative courts have granted several measures of reparation due to the nature of the crime, 
including: monetary compensation, public apologies, a documentary with the facts of the case and its 
exhibition before victims and with their agreement, the diffusion of the acknowledgment of 
responsibility through newspapers and radios, psychological treatment,  a commemoration panel with 
the description of the facts, the acknowledgment of responsibility and a commitment of non-
recurrence310. Additionally, the IACtHR awarded: compensation -although it only granted it in cases 
where the domestic administrative courts did not due to the complementarity principle- 311, investigate 
to punish those responsible312, psychosocial attention313, the diffusion of the sentence314 and a public 
event to acknowledge responsibility315.   It should be noted that both tribunals deal with State 
responsibility.  
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On the contrary, the SJP deals exclusively with individual criminal responsibility316, therefore, its main 
purpose is to stablish criminal responsibilities over the case. However, it should not be discarded the 
possibility to include reparative orders in agreement with the State like the ECCC did, without making 
any statement over State responsibility. 
Evidence from this type of EE comes from 1980 and was accentuated in 2004317.In 2009, the IACHR 
identified the following patterns of the crime: are in the midst of anti-subversive operations, although 
the witnesses state there was no combat; in a high number of cases the victim is illegally detained 
from his/her workplace or home, and then moved to the place where he/she is executed; the victims 
are generally peasants, members of indigenous peoples, workers, vulnerable population or social 
leaders; the victims are reported as guerrilla members death in combat; they are found wearing 
military uniforms and equipment but witnesses said they were last seen wearing regular clothes and 
unarmed; sometimes they are previously accused of being members of guerrilla by anonymous  
informants or sometimes they are just randomly chosen; the disappearance of the identity documents 
of the victim; sometimes there are signs of torture; the perpetrators receive professional and 
economic incentives and awards for the “positives” executed; among others318. Furthermore, in some 
cases civilians were involved in the commission of the crimes by deceiving victims to translate them 
to the places where they were executed.    
4.1 Reflections on victim participation 
 
On February 2019, the Judicial Panel of Acknowledgment of Truth issued one of its first decision on 
victim participation of the case 003, the case of EE. In this decision, it recognized as victims mainly 
children, siblings, parents and partners/spouses of the direct victim. Significantly, one direct victim of 
murder attempt was recognized as victim of the process even when the extrajudicial execution was 
not accomplished319. This is an adequate approach that recognizes the possible affectation of the 
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victim due to the nature of the facts-even when it was not fully executed- and the need to rebuild the 
trust of the victim with the State through the restorative process. It should be recalled that taking into 
consideration the gravity of the crimes and the effects it might have on the victims, in cases of torture 
or inhumane treatment the next of kin can be recognized as victim too, even when the direct victim is 
not dead or disappeared. Therefore, if besides the attempt of murder, the victim would have suffered 
torture or inhumane treatment, his/her next of kin can be recognized as victims too according to the 
case law of the IACtHR described before. 
It should be noted that only close family members applied to be recognized as victims. However, the 
SJP should take a broad approach over kinship in order to capture the full extent of victimhood in 
each case when applications of extended family members are presented. Moreover, the SJP 
contemplates the case of the dependants as victims and requires declaration before public notary as 
proof of it320, which is a much lower standard of proof than provide evidence of regular payments by 
the direct victim like in the IACtHR.  
Additionally, the SJP restated the rights of victims to participate in the proceedings but limited it in the 
sense that it should be adequate to the stage of the process321. The author agrees with this approach 
since the rights of the accused and the right to a fair trial must be protected as well. Indeed, the next 
17th October victims are going to be able to present their views on the statements of truth already 
made by perpetrators322. This is a significant step in a dialogic truth-building, that can lead to further 
explanations by perpetrators and can give the victims a sense of agency within the process.  
4.2 Expectations on the restorative component of the SSS 
 
It is very difficult to propose any measure of SSS without knowing the thoughts of the victims of the 
case. In broad terms, as stated before, there should be a causal link between the facts of the case, 
the crimes committed, and the restorative sanctions imposed. Therefore, in the present case, possible 
sanctions can comprise: the building of monuments as measures of satisfaction; maybe the 
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322 RCN Radio, ‘JEP Citó a Los Familiares de Los ’falsos Positivos de Soacha’ (2019). Also see art. 27D Law 1922 of 2018.  
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implementation of the already ordered measures of reparation by the administrative courts; 
participation in the teaching of human rights within the armed forces restating the prohibition of EE -
this might need the voluntary participation of the State- , among others. The author has to recognize 
that in some cases it might be impossible to make all perpetrators participate of this kind of measures, 
therefore, they might be able to participate in collective measures of reparation that are not specifically 
directed to undo the harm of the false positives, but can positively impact the communities that were 
affected by those crimes.    
In any case, the relevance of grant GNR is fundamental in a case that has been occurring since 1980 
and has not stopped since then. As stated in the previous subchapter, the potential of GNR even 
when they are ordered against individuals and not the State should not be underestimated.   
In the case of civilians, it is very unlikely that they are prosecuted as most responsible for the crimes 
committed323. They participated in the commission of crimes, but the greatest responsibility relies on 
the military. For the CCC, civilians still have the obligation of full compensation of victims according 
to the ordinary rules. However, there is a need for an interpretative solution that allows the 
harmonization of the duty of civilians to repair and the need for a comprehensive truth of how they 
did support the military in the commission of crimes and why.  
4.3 Expectations on effective punishment and proportionality 
 
Besides the determination of the conditions of the execution of the SSS, the SJP should define which 
elements of the sanction are going to be monitored in order to consider it as effective, such as: the 
days worked, the results achieved, the impact of the works on victims, among others. In terms of 
proportionality of the sanction, the SJP should note: the nature of the crimes which eroded the trust 
in military forces; the widespread executions of crimes; the high number of victims; the damage 
caused to the families while accusing the victims of being members of guerrillas; the suffering caused 
by threats against families that denounced the crimes; the premeditation of the crimes which 
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sometimes had sophisticated mechanisms to deceive victims with the support of civilians; the victims 
were totally defenceless to the munitions and capacity of the militaries; the abuse of official capacity 
of the militaries who sometimes detained victims that followed the instruction of them as authorities; 
the bias in the execution of crimes that sometimes were directed against people perceived as 
supporters of guerrillas -specially, this pattern occurred during the 90’s324- , for example, social 
leaders and members of unions. All these reasons can support the maximum punishment of eight 
years save in the cases of mitigating circumstances like the exercise of extreme duress over the 
perpetrator that cannot be considered as a defence in the process but that can be inferred from the 
facts of the case.    
5. Conclusion 
 
Although the SSS are a unique way of punishment created under a context of transition, IHRL and 
ICL provide some guidance on fundamental issues. Nonetheless, due to the specific nature of the 
SSS the international standards should be applied on the maximum extent possible, always bearing 
in mind the core role of the victims in the SJP.   
The Colombian experience on this regard is very relevant because it implements solutions that try to 
deal with the tensions arising in transitional justice process in an innovative way. The SSS balance 
requirements of truth, justice and reparations and the alternative punishment that are likely to be 
accepted by the parties. This is even more important in contexts where the parties reach agreements 
through dialogue because none of them was defeated. 
The SSS have not been imposed yet and, therefore, the author’s aim was to raise question on 
fundamental issues that are still under analysis and construction.  
 
 
                                                          
324 IACHR (n 318) 9. 
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